NSSF FAST FACTS

FIREARM FREEDOMS DO NOT
END DURING EMERGENCIES

THE FIREARM INDUSTRY IS
COMPRISED OF ESSENTIAL
BUSINESSES
The firearm and ammunition
industry is proud to provide the U.S.
military and federal, state and local
law enforcement agencies with the
tools they need to carry out their vital
national security and public safety
missions. Particularly during times
of social instability, it is imperative
that we maintain a strong national
defense and maintain public order.
The U.S. military acquires virtually
all its small arms from domestic
commercial firearm manufacturers.
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IMPORTANCE OF INDUSTRY DURING CIVIL UNREST
provide federal, state, local
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times of civil unrest, such as when during the Los Angeles riots in 1992 local
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Lawmakers cannot expect law enforcement to do its job of serving,
protecting, and defending our communities without making sure they have
access to the tools they need and which our industry provides. Our industry’s
manufacturers, distributors and retailers are a vital part of ensuring public safety.

and ammunition products they use
to protect our communities and
keep the peace. While large law
enforcement agencies typically obtain
the firearms, ammunition, and related
products directly from manufacturers,
most law enforcement agencies
and their officers obtain firearms
and ammunition from their local
federally licensed firearms retailers.
The industry primarily functions on
a traditional two-step distribution
system whereby retailers generally
acquire firearms from federally
licensed wholesale distributors. In
addition, many law enforcement
officers supplement their income by
working at firearm retailers.

Law enforcement resources were
taxed and stressed thin. Although
violent crime rates appear to have
dropped significantly during the
pandemic, Americans increasingly
understand that they cannot always
rely on law enforcement to be there
in a time of need. They have a duty
to be responsible for their own safety.
The Second Amendment protects
each law-abiding American’s Godgiven right to self-defense. And,
the lawful commerce in firearms
and ammunition products is
constitutionally protected. Without the
firearm industry, the right to keep and
bear arms would be a mere illusion.
Unfortunately, as with past major
disasters like Hurricane Katrina, some
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firearm retailers to close, before court
cases encouraged or compelled the
states to allow retailers to operate
under safe guidelines.
The line of customers outside
of firearm retailers across America
in the most recent times of crisis is
testament to the fact that Americans
believe the ability to exercise their
constitutional rights protected by
the Second Amendment is essential.
Law abiding citizens owning firearms
for their own protection assists law
enforcement and aids in keeping the
peace.
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and family during this uncertain time. present in every community. We know

first-hand the importance of ensuring
that families can focus on what is
important during an emergency:
following government guidance to
keep themselves and their loved
ones safe. Even for those who
choose to not purchase firearms or
ammunition during a crisis, allowing
these essential businesses to
remain open, while abiding by crisisspecific guidelines, demonstrates
that Americans are not going to be
deprived of their right to bear arms.
In addition, shooting ranges,
both public and private, are also
essential to public safety and the
exercise of the Second Amendment.
Shooting ranges are where firearm
safety education is taught to new
and inexperienced gun owners. It is
also where law enforcement officers
typically train to be proficient with
their duty weapon. And, members of
the military also frequent shooting
ranges to train before they deploy to
defend our nation.
Whether it is providing firearms
or ammunition to military, law
enforcement, and law-abiding citizens
or ensuring that they have access
to shooting ranges for training,
the firearm industry is a critical
component of our nation’s security,
public safety, and economic wellbeing. State and local lawmakers
must ensure the industry remains
open for business during times of
emergency.

